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The change would establish two options within the M.A. in Classics:
Option I. M.A. Classics (Latin and Greek). This is the only current option.
Option 2. M.A. Classics (Latin). The second option would be allowed only for those students who will pursue a
concurrent M.A. degree in Teaching World Languages. Also, while completing the M.A. in Classics, the
students pursuing this option will complete the Graduate Ce1tificate in Latin Sh1dies within the M.A. program in
Classics. The reason for this new option is the great interest demonstrated thus for by students and applicants to
pursue concurrent degrees in Latin and in Teaching World Languages in order to become higly qualified Latin
teachers. The Teaching World Languages M.A. program certifies the students as Latin teachers, a career with a
lot of job opportunities on high- and middle-school level. The Graduate Certificate in Latin Studies provides a
training in active Latin which is a cutting-edge skill of the modern Latin teacher. In the second option there will
be no requirement for graduate courses in Greek, since Greek is ve1y rarely taught on a high school level in the
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